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1. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to provide a vector version of the characterisations of
the multipliers for L{(G) (see (9), p. 2). This problem was considered by Akinyele (1).
However, the Banach algebras involved in that paper are commutative semi-simple
Banach algebras and the proof of the main theorem seems to be incomplete. Indeed
we give at the end of this paper an example which shows that statements (i) and (ii) of
Theorem 3.2 of Akinyele ((1), p. 490) are not equivalent in general.

The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we collect notation and
terminologies which will be used later. In Section 3 several preliminary lemmas will be
introduced. In Section 4 the generalised characterisations of the right multipliers for
LX(G, A) will be studied.

I should like to thank my research supervisor, Dr A. J. White, for his kind
encouragement and valuable suggestions at all times.

2. Notation and Terminology

Throughout this paper A will be a Banach algebra with A* and A** denoting its
first and second dual spaces respectively and we shall write a for the canonical image
of a G A in A** and A = {d : a G A}. A net {«„} is a weak approximate identity for A if
there is a M > 0 such that ||MJ « M for all a and {F(aua - a)} and {F(uaa - a)} converge
to 0 for each F E.A*. We note that ((2), p. 59) the existence of such an identity implies the
existence of a norm bounded approximate identity for A. In the sequel A is assumed to
have such an identity.

We introduce an Arens product x in A** (5) as follows: Let a, b £ A, / €E A* and
F, G £ A**. Define fa £ A* by fa(b) = f(ab). Define fF £ A* by fF(a) = F(fa). Define
/ x G £ A** by F x G(f) = F( / c ) .

A bounded linear operator on A is called a right multiplier on A if T(ab~) = a(Tb)
(a, b £ A). It is shown in (11, p. 270) that there is an isometric anti-isomorphism <I>
from the Banach algebra Mr(A) of all right multipliers on A into .A** with the Arens
product defined above.

Note that if a&A the map Ra(b) = ba is in Mr{A) and the map a^-Ra is an
isometric anti-isomorphism. It is also known that 4>({/?o : a £ A}) = A. We write Aim)

for <I>( r̂(A)) and we also note that if A has a unit element then A(m) = A.
Throughout this paper G will be a locally compact group and A a fixed but

arbitrary left Haar measure on G. The set of all Borel sets in G will be denoted by
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). The symbol M(G, A) will stand for the space of all A-valued regular countably
additive measures on 38(G) which have finite variation. Complete details of vector
measures can be found in (4) or (5).

M(G,A) is a Banach algebra under the norm ||/i|| = |/n|(G) and the convolution
denned by fGfdfi*i> = fcd^s) JGf(st) dv(t) (JE C0(G)) (see (4), p. 162 and (12)). The
space of all Bochner-integrable functions from G to A with respect to A will be
denoted by L,(G, A). This space actually forms a Banach algebra under the norm
defined by ||/||, = fc \\f\\(x) d\ (x) and the convolution defined by (f*g)(x) =
fcf(xy)g(y~') dX(y) (see (8)). If G is abelian and /x e M(G, A), the function / I : G -> A
defined by p.(y) = fGy(x) dfi(x) (y E. G) is called the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of /u,.

Given two Banach spaces X and Y, the projective (resp. injective) tensor product
of X and Y will be denoted by X(g> Y (resp. X& Y) (see (4) or (10)). If X,, Y,
( /= 1,2) are Banach spaces and Tr-Xi-^Yj </=l ,2) are bounded linear operators
then the equation T, (g) T2(xi (g) x2) = Ti(xi) (g) T2(x2) defines a bounded linear operator
from X,<g)X2 to Y, <g) Y2 ((10), p. 37).

3. Preliminary lemmas

Lemma 1. Let {/x<,}aEA and {/0}p6M ^« respectively bounded approximate identities
for A and L^(G). Then {(i<afp}(a,0)e\xM is a bounded approximate identity for Lt(G, A).

Proof. It follows from the fact that JL,(G, A) = L,(G)(g)A ((4), p. 228).

Lemma 2. Lt(G, A) can be embedded in M(G, A) and it is a closed two-sided
ideal of M(G, A).

Proof. Define a mapping F:LX(G,A)^M(G,A) by F(f) = ixf where /xf(E) =
fEfd\ (E£08(G)). F is obviously linear. By Dunford-Schwartz ((5), p. 114), F is an
isometry. Since Li(G, A ) s L,(G)(g) A, we can find fn=^fi,n®aiin and gn =
2gy,n<8>&j,n s u c n that / „ -» / and gn-»g in jLt(G)(g)A. Consequently, we have ixf.g =
\imnfx!n.gii = limn (ifn*(jLgn = fj,f*fig. Hence LX{G, A) can be regarded as a closed subal-
gebra of M(G, A). To show that it is a right ideal, it is sufficient to show that for any
v e M(G, A), ixah*ve L,(G, A) for each a £ A a n d A £ C(G). For any g G C<£G),

\ gdtiah*v=\ <W(-s)| g(st)dv(t)
J G J G J G

where <o(E) = av{E) (E E 3&(G)), it is clear that &> e M(G, A). Now for each x* E. A*,
we have, by setting x*<o(E) = x*(co(E)) (E G 3S(G)),

\
J G

g(st) dx*to(t)
G

= I gdflh*X*Oi
J G
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so x*(fiah*v) = fi.h*x*<o. By Hewitt-Ross ((6), vol. 1, p. 290) we have /x,,***&>(£) =
fEx*p(t)d\(t) (Ee@(G)) where p(t) = fc A(y-1)/i(xy-1) dcj(y) and p£L,(CM).
Hence Lt(G, A) is a right ideal. Similarly we can prove that it is also a left ideal.

Remark: Throughout the rest of this paper, we set

f*,jL = nf*n and LX{G, A) = {/I/:/ G Lt(G, A)}

Lemma 3. M(G,A**)s(C0(G)®A*)*.

Proof. By Diestel-Uhl ((4), p. 162 and p. 169), we have M(G, A**) =
/(Co(G), A**) where I(C0(G), A**) denotes the space of all integral operators from
C0(G) to A**. The result then follows from Diestel-Uhl ((4), p. 237).

Remark: For each T G I(C0(G), A**), its image under the isomorphism in
(C0(G)&A*)* is the functional whose value at /(g)** is T(f)(x*).

4. Main Theorem

The main results of the right multipliers on L\{G, A) are contained in the following
theorem. A classical analogue of this result can be found in Larsen ((9), p. 2).

Theorem. Let G be a locally compact group and let Abe a Banach algebra with a
weak approximate identity. If T :LX{G,A)-*L\(G, A) is a bounded linear operator,
then the following assertions are equivalent:

(i) T(f*g) = f* Tg for each f,gG LS(G, A).
(ii) There exists a unique measure p. G M(G, A<m)) such that Tf = f*fx. for each

(iii) T ° (Aa<̂ ) TS) = (Aa(£) TS) o T for each a E. A and s G G where Aa is the operator
on A given by ka(b) = ab and rs is the translation operator on Lt(G) given by

Furthermore, if G is abelian, the above statements are equivalent to the following
statements: ^_

(iv) There exists a unique measure fi G M(G, A(m)) such that Tf = fix for each
fEL{(G,A).

(v) There exists a unique function <f>: G -» A{m) such that f<f> G Lt(G, A) for each
f G L|(G, A). Furthermore the function <f> is related to T by the equation Tf{y) =
f(y)x<t>(y) (y G G).

Proof, (i)^(ii). Since A has bounded approximate identity, by Lemma 1,
Li(G, A) has bounded approximate identity {/̂ }. Clearly the set {Tfp}C M(G, A**) is
bounded. By Lemma 3 and Alaoglu's Theorem, we obtain a (iGM(G,A**) such
that

Tff>(j)x* -* fi(f)x* for each / G C0(G) and x* G A*.. .(*).

Let a G A, f, g G C(G). Then for each x* G A*, we have
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fcfd(T(ag*U))- f *fcfd(ag*Tfe)-fGfd(ag*,ji)(x*)

= \\GS(s)[\cf(st) dxHaTUXt)] dX(s)

\ daTfp(t) f f(st)g(s) dX(s)
So Jo

- | d{dxn)(t) f_f(st)g(s) dX{s)(x*)

*)

where h(t) = Jcf(st)g(s) dX(s) G CJ^G) and (<k/x)(£) = dxfx.(E) (E i
If we define y*(b) = x*(ab) for each bEA, then y*GA*. By definition of

Arens product, we have

x* \ h(t)daTfp{t)-dxtx{h){x*) = Tfp(hY
J G

Hence by (*), we obtain

*f fd(T(ag*fe))-( fd(dg*n)(x*)
J G J G

• 0 .

Moreover
\x*T(ag*U)(f)-Tag(f)'x*\

Thus we have

Hence

f / d(ag*n)(x*) = Tag{f) ~x* for each x* G A*.
J G

\
J

= Tag(f)' (f,gE CJiG)).

This implies dg*fi = Tag (g G C(G)).
Since C»(G)(8) A = Lt(G, A), we have

/*/x = Tf for each / G L,(G, A).

Since for each a G A, f, g G C«(G)

dg*ti(f)=\ h(s) ddxix(s) & A and /i£C.(G)*C.(G)
J G

which is dense in C0(G) (see (6), vol 2. p. 283), by Tomiuk ((11), p. 271) and
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Diestel-Uhl ((4), p. 153) we can conclude that ft G M(G, Aim)) and is unique.
(ii)4>(iii) Since for each be A and /GL,(G) (\a&Ts)(b<g)f) = abrj, it follows

immediately that for each /GLi(G, A) (Aa(g) TS)(J) = arj where T, is regarded as a
translation operator on Li(G, A) which is identified with L,(G) (g) A. Moreover given
any b E.A and g G Li(G), for each x* G A*, we have, by Theorem 20.9 of Hewitt-
Ross ((6), p. 290), x*((brsg)*n) = (rsg)*x*(bfji) = rs(g*x*(ft/t)). So JC*((*T,«)*/*) =
Tj(jc*(ftg*/x)) = x*(Ts(bg*n)) (x* G A*). This implies (brg)*fi = rs(bg*fi). Hence for
each b G A and g G L,(G),

T o (Aa(g) T,)(&<g) g) = T(abrsg) = abrsg*ti = aTs(bg*»)
= (\a®Ts)°T(bg).

(iii)^>(i) For each a E.A and x* E.A*, define a mapping f*-+x*T(af) from L\(G) to
Lt(G). Let {fjLa} be a bounded approximate identity for A. Then x*T(uaaf)^x*T(af)
and Jt*(Mar(a/))^jc*T(a/) in Li(G). Consequently,

x*(T o (AUo ® Ts)(af)) = x*(«a

and x*(T°(XUa(g)Ts)(af)) = x*T(uaaTsf)^>x*T(aTsf). By Brainerd-Edwards ((3),
p. 303) the mapping defined above is a right multiplier of Lt(G). Hence for each
a, b G A and /, g G L,(G),

x*T(af*bg) = x*T(abf*g) = f*x*T(abg)

= x*(af*T(bg)) (x*EA*).

Therefore T(af*bg) = af*T(bg). And (i) follows immediately.
(ii)4>(iv) If n G M(G, Aim)), by Lemma 2 we see that ag*n ELt(G,A**) and by

Lemma 5.1 of Tomiuk we have dg*fi G Lt(G, A) for each aE.A and g £ C.(G).
Hence f*(j,&Li(G,A) for each /GLi(G, A). Then we can define a mapping
T:Li(G, A)-»Li(G, A) by the equation Tf = f*/j.. This mapping is obviously a right
multiplier of L\(G, A) and (iv) follows from the definition of Fourier-Stieltjes trans-
from and White ((12), p. 131).

(iv)=>(v) Trivial.
(v) => (i) Define T:Lt(G, A) -» L{(G, A) by the equation (T/)(y) = /(y) x ^(y)

(y G G). By uniqueness of Fourier-Stieltjes transform this mapping is well-defined
and linear. Let /, g G L\(G, A), then

) fa) ( ( ) x

Since L,(G, A) has bounded approximate identity, by Johnson ((7), p. 640) T is
continuous. Hence T is a right multiplier.

Corollary. Lef M(LX(G, A)) be the space of all right multipliers on LX(G, A). Then
Jl(Lt(G, A)) is topologically isomorphic to M(G, A(m>).
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Proof. By the proof of the main theorem, we obtain a mapping ft >-> T from
M(G, A(m)) onto M{L\(G, A)) which is linear, one-to-one and bounded. Hence the
result follows from the inversion theorem.

Remarks.
(1) It is in general not sufficient to characterise those right multipliers on L\(G, A) by

the following condition:

rs ° T(f) = T ° rs(f) for each s G G and / G LX(G, A).

This can be justified by the following example.

Example. Choose a bounded operator T on A which is not a right multiplier on A
and let e be the unit element of G. Then the operator T<^> re commutes with TS for any
s E.G. However it does not commute with Aa <g) TS in general because right multipliers
on A are characterised by the following condition: T is a right multiplier on A if and
only if T ° \a = \a ° T for each a £ A. So it is not a right multiplier on L\(G, A).

(2) If A has a unit element, then /x can be regarded as an A-valued measure.
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